The wedding

NEVER ‘ever am I going to the wedding ‘ said Jon why not I said it’s boring. when mum finally get’s him dressed I was all ready sitting in the car 20 minutes ago. When we got there Jon said ‘can we go to the fair instead’ mum didn’t answer. She was focused on the wedding like she was hypnotised.

Jon thought of an idea to get out of the wedding he said to mum ‘I need to go to the toilet.’ Mum said there is a toilet if you go right turn left first door on your right. When Jon was walking to the toilet he saw a window and looked outside he saw a tiger in a fenced area with electric wires on top. He had a clever idea he climbed out the window . Into the car park there he saw the keys on a pole. He saw the door he and unlooked the door out came the fierce tiger running out.

The tiger went inside to the wedding room ‘oh no’ said Jon. Jon ran into a bush to hide. When I saw the tiger I thought the tiger was adorable everyone else thought it was so scary. I new everyone was scared of it beside it was crashing all the glass. I saw the tiger running so fast now I was scared but it was not opening its mouth like it was going to bite me instead it purred on me. Liked I was it’s owner but the person who owned the tiger slammed the door it was about to whip the tiger.

I didn’t want the person who owned it hurt the tiger so I screamed don’t hurt the animal! The zoo keeper ‘said do you want to keep the tiger’ yes! after that the tiger was my best friend.
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